For all provider types, users will be required to enter a start date and an end date for each address line on the 1.7 Address Information screen.

For Applications and Changes of Ownership, the effective date will default to the Medicaid ID start date and the end date will be open ended to the default end date of 12/31/2299. Due to this default setting on Applications and Changes of Ownership the effective date and end date will not be visible.

For Maintenance-related actions, the system will default all existing start dates to the Medicaid ID effective date and the end date of 12/31/2299. These dates will be visible on the grid. Dates for the Primary Physical, 1099/Pay To and Mailing address cannot overlap and must be consecutive. All currently active address records will be visible and those that have end dated will be hidden from view. Historical addresses can be accessed by clicking the new link “View past Address History”.

Users will be unable to edit the address effective date or the address end date if the end date is not equal to 12/31/2299 on the Primary Physical Address. Addresses cannot be deleted and the end date cannot be greater than today's date.
For approved Adult Day Care providers which are an Area Development District Agency the requirements have changed. Previous system validations to require the 2.2 License screen to be completed have been removed as this provider type only requires certification from the Department of Aging and Independent Living and the Department for Medicaid Services. Those that are an Adult Day Care only will still continue to require a license and a certification.

For all application types for Individual provider types when the user selects to add a DEA or XDEA on the 1.6 Additional Identifiers screen the expiration date will be required. If a user enters a record and attempts to add it to the grid without an expiration date an on-screen alert will appear to require the user to add an expiration date. The expiration date of 12/31/2299 will not be allowed.

For New enrollments and changes of ownership for Entity providers when the user adds a Medicare number on the 1.6 Additional Identifiers screen an expiration date will be optional.

For Maintenance (MNT), Revalidation (RVL), Reapplication (RAP) or Reinstatement (RIN) when a user adds a Medicare number on the 1.6 Additional Identifiers screen the expiration date will be optional.
For more information regarding the Kentucky Medicaid Partner Portal Application please visit the webpages below.

KYMPPA NEWSLETTER
KENTUCKY MEDICAID PARTNER PORTAL
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KYMPPA WEBSITE
HTTPS://CHFS.KY.GOV/AGENCIES/DMS/DPI/PE/PAGES/MPPA.ASPX

KYMPPA TRAINING WEBSITE
HTTPS://CHFS.KY.GOV/AGENCIES/DMS/DPI/PE/PAGES/PPTRAIN.ASPX
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